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a b s t r a c t

This paper reports a study in which the usage of emergency operating procedures (EOP) in a simulated
accident scenario in a nuclear power plant was carefully analysed. The background assumption was that
in an accident situation, even within the closely defined envelope of the EOPs, crews may act differently.
The empirical findings demonstrate the variance in the operating performance of twelve professional
crews all complying with the EOP. The variance was identified by analysing how crews acted in situations
and what particular meanings they associated to the situations. Variance was identified in six tasks:
information usage, situation identification, dealing with automation, decision making, communication,
and leadership. Corresponding habits, the operationalizations of practices, were identified in the analysis.
The discovered operating practices in EOP usage were analysed from the point of view of increasing sys-
tem level resilience. For example, a strong inclination towards connecting operations with process
responses will eventually increase the capability of the whole system to adapt to external disturbances.
The conclusion is that on a micro-level the activities of crews are different even within EOP following and
also, that some practices seem to have more capability produce resilience in the system. A practical impli-
cation is that in the training of proceduralized work, attention should be paid to integrating the EOP
usage to the operating work, not only to adherence to the procedure. The contribution of the paper is
the insight into the role of proceduralized tasks in the construction of resilient emergency operating
activity.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Emergency operating procedures (EOP) constitute one of the
most important defences for coping with extreme situations in
safety critical systems. The mechanism of producing safety is the
pre-planning of critical courses of action for different demanding
situations. As the actions are represented in EOPs, and learned in
the operator training, the operating crews will be capable of main-
taining process safety in the forthcoming situations. Hence, the
purpose of EOPs is to help operators deal with demanding situa-
tions and, by ensuring adequate human performance, assure the
safety in the system. The underlying assumption is, that having
the EOP in use in a situation reduces operator workload and stress
and thus lessens deviations from the pre-planned and accepted
way of handling emergencies, i.e., variation in operator behaviour
becomes minimised.

This line of reasoning assumes that variation in operator behav-
iour will result in negative consequences. In other words, variation
constitutes a human error. Following this line of reasoning varia-
tion should be reduced to minimum because it poses a threat to
safety.

Starting from a different premise concerning variation, it may
also be argued that this very variation in operator behaviour may
actually have positive effects on the overall safety. Differences in
operating behaviour can also result from adapting and fine-tuning
activity to more accurately suit the particular situational demands.
The operating crew might deviate from the pre-planned course of
action because it is what the situation demands. This ‘‘positive var-
iance’’ in operating behaviour may be a considered an indication of
adaptation which is characteristic for resilient acting. Therefore it
may increase the ability of the system to survive also unexpected
situations.

Leading on from the possibility of variance having both positive
and negative consequences for safety, an obvious question regard-
ing development of human activity within safety critical systems is
that how the positive variance could be promoted while simulta-
neously reducing the variance leading to negative consequences.
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qualitative differences in practices with regard to the sense of
acting and to the weight put by the actors to various situationally
relevant constraints. This perspective allows analyses and conclu-
sions concerning, for instance, fluency and efficiency of using the
procedures and the sensitiveness of procedure-following to realis-
ing if the conditions are changing to the extent in which the proce-
dure does not apply anymore. This means that it becomes possible
to analyse the contribution of actual practices to the system
resilience.

At least two lines of research in which the performative aspect
of routines in complex work have been tackled can be identified.
One such approach exploits the concept of non-technical skills
(NTS). These skills refer to personal, social and cognitive skills that
have been found to play a critical role in maintaining safety, espe-
cially for individuals working in teams in high risk domains
(Fletcher et al., 2004). The concept is oriented towards individual
cognition but also so-called macro-cognitive concepts (Schraagen
et al., 2008) have been incorporated to their definition. As a result,
categories of non-technical skills such as task management, team
working, situation awareness, decision-making, are used to define
behavioural markers for these skills (Flin and Maran, 2004; Flin,
2007). In a recent article, Saurin et al. (2013) make an attempt to
specify the concept of NTS that they consider too individualistic
and not sufficiently considering the context in which the activity
takes place. Drawing especially on Dekker (2011) the authors claim
that NTS neglect the context because they are assumed to be
exploited as automatic behaviours, and that NTS are not generaliz-
able in unexpected situations. The Resilience Engineering approach
(Hollnagel et al., 2006) emphasising the need for adaptation in cop-
ing with complex systems, is proposed as a means to specify NTS
more adequately. From this perspective and drawing on ideas of
distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1995) ‘‘NTS are the individual
and team skills which are necessary to adjust performance in order
to make sense of the working situation not covered by the formal
design of the socio-technical system, such as formal procedures
and formal training.’’ (Saurin et al., 2013). This new definition of
NTS is very close to the performative aspect of routines contribut-
ing to system safety in which we assume to find differences when
studying proceduralized accident management of professional
crews.

The NTSs are relevant from procedure and resilience point of
view because they are connected to aspects of behaviour which
are not described in procedures. We conclude that notwithstand-
ing the attempt to elaborate the performative aspect of routines,
activity is in the NTS-studies analysed as a sequence of actions.
The authors do not recognize the need to accept that activity is
not fully describable in the terms used. The current NTS approach
does not take advantage of the practice theory approach as an
alternative to the cognitive approach of describing behaviour.

A second line of research that could be interpreted as taking the
performative perspective to analysis of routines in action concerns
identification of resilience markers in behavioural data by Back et al.
(2008) and Furniss et al.(2011). The aim in the two papers is to find
evidence for resilience in the observable behaviour. The concept of
practice has been adopted as the key unit of analysis in the studies
even though it is not very profoundly explained what constitutes
practice in the behavioural data. Special interest in analysis of
practices is in understanding the capabilities of tools and instru-
ments to support resilient behaviour. Even if not very explicit,
the authors appear to consider the theoretical advantage of the
concept of practice to identify generic regularities in actual behav-
iour that could provide means to cope with the un-expected.

We see that both the analysis of NTS and the resilience markers
approach are very relevant for our attempt to understand the
mechanisms of possible positive variation in operating practices.
We agree with the authors about the need to define actual

behavioural expressions of the potential of an organisation to act
safely, i.e., manifest resilience. In agreement with the recommen-
dations of both Saurin et al. (2013), Saurin and Gonzalez (2013)
and Furniss et al. (2011) we consider the role of instruments in
practices – in our case procedures. We see, however that neither
the NTS approach nor the resilience markers approach fully follow
the idea of Becker (2004) and Grote (2012) that routines are an
intrinsic part in the structure of behaviour and that ostensive
and performative parts of routines serve basically the same generic
functions. Even though utilising the concept of practice, the
authors do not make a methodological conclusions of turning to
this concept, and they do not make operationally explicit how to
identify practices in observational data. We also see that – proba-
bly due to at least implicitly contrasting procedures/routines (as
predefined) and skills/practices (as adaptive) – these studies do
not provide characterisations of practices that would support
resilience.

2.3. Intelligent procedure use

In their comprehensive studies on NPP operators’ procedure
usage Dien (1998) and Filippi et al. (2006) came very close to the
practice theory oriented approach we would consider useful. The
conclusion Dien draws on his studies is that operators are not able
to, and that it is not reasonable to require them to, follow proce-
dures literally. Instead, operators are required in their procedure
application to ‘‘make up their oversights’’, i.e., to complete proce-
dures to fit the demands of the situation. Dien coined the term
‘‘intelligent application of procedures’’ to mean the operating
activity which is successful in fulfilling the contradictory objectives
in procedure use. The intelligent application of procedures was a
research issue also when implementing computerised procedures
to the N4 NPPs. According to Perin (2005) even the company’s
(Electricité de France, EdF) own top managers expressed concerns
of a too tight of guidance of operators by the procedures (Perin,
2005). Filippi (2006) synthesises findings of N4 procedure studies
by defining the psychological characteristics of procedure usage
in incident and accident situations. Our interpretation of these
characteristics, which is also influenced by other authors’ work
(De Carvalho, 2006; Nuutinen, 2006; O’Hara et al., 2000; Roth
et al., 1994; Throneburg and Jones, 2006) is that intelligent appli-
cation of procedures requires from operating crews.

– connecting the situation with the procedure which requires the
operator to create a context for interpretation, i.e. to make the
procedures meaningful in the current situation and a relevant
framework for action, which requires cognitive effort,

– maintaining coherence in acting despite of interruptions that
require changes in attention and maintaining unfinished tasks
active for retrieval; the interruptions are often induced by other
team members which requires anticipation and control of other
persons’ acting,

– organising efficient collaboration and coordinating with other
team members according to the prescriptions of the procedure
which typically require parallel independent acting with occa-
sional joint updates between the team at prescribed phases,

– developing trust in automation and procedures is important for
the development self-confidence and professional iden-
tity which have effect on operators’ the ability to act in
uncertain situations.

We see, moreover, that the above demands can act as bases for
developing indicators for judging the capability of rule-following
practices to support resilience of the system. Thus, in the detailed
study of operating crews utilising EOPs in accident management,
the background assumption was that the aforementioned
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To answer this question the intricacies of the positive variance
must be thoroughly examined. In this paper, we present a study
in which the usage of EOPs in a simulated accident situation by
12 professional operating crews were analysed as practices of fol-
lowing EOPs. From a practice theory point of view rule-following
never equals the written rule because ‘‘the understanding of how
to follow a rule is always against the background of what is
taken-for-granted’’, following EOP is embodied rather than reflec-
tive (Nicolini, 2013). As it is inherent to the concept of practice that
these regular behaviours express meaning of acting and support
sense – making of the situation (Norros, 2004, pp. 79–84), it is pos-
sible to analyse how good EOP-following practices are contributing
to resilience.

The present study focused on first identifying and secondly
characterising variation in the operating practices of nuclear power
plant (NPP) operating crews in conducting proceduralized accident
management activity. In the secondary analyses the viewpoint was
the ability of the identified operating practice to increase resilience
in the system. The contribution of the paper is (1) in the contextual
description of the differences in operating practices of crews in fol-
lowing EOPs i.e. showing that differences do exist, (2) in analysis of
the different practices from resilience point of view, and (3) in gen-
eralised characterisation of the resilience producing mechanisms
in operating practices.

The paper is divided into four main parts. Section 2 provides a
short review of the relevant literature concerning procedure util-
isation, procedure design and operating practices in safety–critical
industries. The empirical study is presented Sections 3 and 4 of this
paper. Section 3 concerns the research process and Section 4 the
findings of the study. The paper finishes by discussing how the
findings of the empirical study may reflect on the development
of safety–critical socio-technical systems on a more general level.

2. Background

For NPP operations EOPs constitute a tool with the aid of which
the goals of process control in a demanding situation are met
(Carvalho et al., 2009). According to Park (2009), the function of
EOPs in an NPP is to help the qualified operators to bring the plant
to an established operating boundary by providing practical
actions to cope with the emergency event. Studies concerning
design and usage of EOPs (de Brito, 2002; De Carvalho, 2006;
Dekker, 2003; Dien, 1998; Filippi and Gody, 2010; Le Blanc et al.,
2012; Norros et al., 2011; Salo et al., 2009; Wright and McCarthy,
2003) in the nuclear domain and other safety–critical industries
have shown that conducting proceduralized tasks is demanding
and requires particular expertise from the operating crews and
they thus demonstrate the importance of the topic.

2.1. Complexity of using of operating procedures

A proceduralized task refers to an operating task for which a
procedure has been designed. Thus, it also implies that the partic-
ular situation has been expected in design, and technical and orga-
nizational defences have been developed for the situation. For
example, in nuclear domain, a range of potential accidents is
always considered in the design of the plant, the automation sys-
tems, the control rooms, the procedures, and the operator training
programs. These accident situations are chosen based on determin-
istic and probabilistic reliability analyses and they constitute the
within design base collection of operational conditions. From the
process operators’ point of view these situations are the ones for
which EOPs exists and for this reason operating activity is referred
to as being proceduralized. These situations are also regularly exer-
cised in full-scope simulators to develop routines for the control of

the conditions. In NPPs EOPs are also developed state-based, for
instance, to identify situations.

International Atomic Energy Association’s (IAEA) safety require-
ments (IAEA, 2000b) and Safety Guide (IAEA, 2000a) concerning
operating procedures state that the availability and correct use of
operating procedures is an important factor contributing to plant
safety, and therefore operating procedures applying comprehen-
sively for normal, abnormal, and emergency conditions must be
developed. Although IAEA clearly states that procedures must be
followed, acting according to a procedure in a process control task
is not simple (Park, 2009) and requires special expertise. Learning
to act according to procedures is an extensive process taking place
during both the normal daily operations and the simulated emer-
gency handling exercises.

It is known that procedures do not cover the entirety of operat-
ing work. The gap between procedures and practice has been
presented, for instance, by Suchman (1987) in the context of main-
taining complex machines, and also later by e.g. Dekker (2003) and
Pentland and Feldman in several articles (Feldman and Pentland,
2003; Feldman, 2003; Pentland and Feldman, 2008), who refer to
ostensive and performative parts of routines and thus make explicit
that what people do (performative part) is not equal per se to the
artefact (ostensive part). In research, routines are typically dealt
with from the ostensive point of view (Becker, 2004) and therefore,
although the performative part is acknowledged to exist, research
concerning its nature is not very common. We interpret, that the
emphasis on performative aspect of routines means analysing
rule-following from a practice point of view, which we do in this
work.

Wright and McCarthy (2003) have explored the inherent para-
doxes in the proceduralization of activity in the domain of aviation.
In their study, procedures were explored from the perspectives of
different stakeholders: designers of procedures, operating compa-
nies, trainers, and end users. Their finding is that the authors of
procedures express contradictory conceptions regarding proce-
dures: on the one hand procedures are considered as prescriptions
of activity which are completed in real usage (procedures as such
are incomplete), and on the other hand that they contain all the
information that is needed in the situation (procedures as such
are complete). This result shows how the gap between procedures
and practice may be interpreted differently by relevant
stakeholders.

The gap between procedures and practice reflects even a more
general issue concerning proceduralization of activity, the spirit
of which resonates in many elaborations concerning safety of com-
plex systems (Hollnagel et al., 2006; Norros, 2004; Vicente, 1999):
Obviously, it is good to pre-plan tasks in order to help the system
survive the known disturbances and make the handling of those
situations efficient, but simultaneously, in order to maintain safety
also in the unexpected non-planned situations, pre-planning can-
not be the only defence. As the complex socio-technical systems
are open to disturbances from the environment, it is impossible
to pre-plan all the possible future operating conditions. The prob-
lem is, that if the enactment of the pre-planned tasks is understood
in the organisation and, e.g., in training, as if the effective
behaviour that follows were the same as what is written in the
procedure, and as if enactment were invariant across the actors
and situations, the procedure usage is reduced to the issue of either
following or non-following. This leaves many of the reasons for
deviations of procedures uncovered similarly with the possible
variance within following procedures.

2.2. Identifying resilience in operating practices

When procedure-following is taken as a practice which is not
identical with the written procedure, attention is given to the
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the authors appear to consider the theoretical advantage of the
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iour that could provide means to cope with the un-expected.

We see that both the analysis of NTS and the resilience markers
approach are very relevant for our attempt to understand the
mechanisms of possible positive variation in operating practices.
We agree with the authors about the need to define actual
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In their comprehensive studies on NPP operators’ procedure
usage Dien (1998) and Filippi et al. (2006) came very close to the
practice theory oriented approach we would consider useful. The
conclusion Dien draws on his studies is that operators are not able
to, and that it is not reasonable to require them to, follow proce-
dures literally. Instead, operators are required in their procedure
application to ‘‘make up their oversights’’, i.e., to complete proce-
dures to fit the demands of the situation. Dien coined the term
‘‘intelligent application of procedures’’ to mean the operating
activity which is successful in fulfilling the contradictory objectives
in procedure use. The intelligent application of procedures was a
research issue also when implementing computerised procedures
to the N4 NPPs. According to Perin (2005) even the company’s
(Electricité de France, EdF) own top managers expressed concerns
of a too tight of guidance of operators by the procedures (Perin,
2005). Filippi (2006) synthesises findings of N4 procedure studies
by defining the psychological characteristics of procedure usage
in incident and accident situations. Our interpretation of these
characteristics, which is also influenced by other authors’ work
(De Carvalho, 2006; Nuutinen, 2006; O’Hara et al., 2000; Roth
et al., 1994; Throneburg and Jones, 2006) is that intelligent appli-
cation of procedures requires from operating crews.

– connecting the situation with the procedure which requires the
operator to create a context for interpretation, i.e. to make the
procedures meaningful in the current situation and a relevant
framework for action, which requires cognitive effort,

– maintaining coherence in acting despite of interruptions that
require changes in attention and maintaining unfinished tasks
active for retrieval; the interruptions are often induced by other
team members which requires anticipation and control of other
persons’ acting,

– organising efficient collaboration and coordinating with other
team members according to the prescriptions of the procedure
which typically require parallel independent acting with occa-
sional joint updates between the team at prescribed phases,

– developing trust in automation and procedures is important for
the development self-confidence and professional iden-
tity which have effect on operators’ the ability to act in
uncertain situations.

We see, moreover, that the above demands can act as bases for
developing indicators for judging the capability of rule-following
practices to support resilience of the system. Thus, in the detailed
study of operating crews utilising EOPs in accident management,
the background assumption was that the aforementioned
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soon plant protection signal YZ24 goes off and starts safety injec-
tion pumps to compensate the loss of water in the primary circuit.
The operators should detect the abnormalities in the process state
and perform appropriate actions to verify the functioning of safety
systems. YZ36 signal is a criterion for taking the incident identifica-
tion procedure I0 into use and YZ24 for taking the accident
identification procedure A0. After detecting that the process is in
disturbance and that shutting down the plant is required the oper-
ators can perform scram (and verify automatic shut down) on the
basis of either the shift supervisor’s decision or the procedure I0, or,
if they have not released scram before noticing the YZ24 signal, on
the basis of the procedure A0. Identification of the accident situa-
tion is performed with A0, which then leads the operators to the
A1 primary circuit leak procedure. With A1 the crew runs the plant
towards a safe state by cooling the primary circuit and by manually
releasing the YZ36 signal that finalises the isolation of the
containment.

As a starting point, the simulated accident scenario was care-
fully analysed from the perspective of critical functions which
are endangered in the situation and the required respective opera-
tor actions. This analysis produced a functional situation model
(FSM) (Savioja et al., 2012) of the accident situation. This model
depicts the generic critical functions of nuclear power production
in the light of this particular emergency situation. The model also
has a temporal dimension and it depicts the main operations that
the operators are supposed to conduct in the situation. In the
model the operations are connected to the functions. Thus the
model describes the meaning of each operation: The model makes
explicit both what actions operators take in order to gain control of
the process and for which operational purpose. The model is the
reference for analysing how operating crews in their activity take
into account important process information.

3.1.3. Observation of the operating crew activity
The operating activity of each crew in the simulated accident

scenario was observed both online and via recordings. The record-
ings were both in audio and in video format. Each operator carried
a head mounted camera which enabled analysis of direction of
gaze. In addition there were overview video cameras and audio
recorders registering operating activity. The process events and
all operations were recorded in simulator logs.

Later, selected parts of the activity were transcribed into spread
sheets in which the courses of action for each crew were depicted
on a detailed level. This description included process operations,
verbal communications, movements (person’s position in the con-
trol room), and directions of gaze (when distinguishable in the
data) for each crew.

3.1.4. Selection of relevant episodes in the data
The analyses were focused by selecting relevant episodes from

the scenario. Identification of the relevant episodes commenced
with the FSM. First, it was considered which parts of the chosen
scenario were relevant from the point of view utilising procedures.
Next, the videoed process control activity of one crewwas carefully
transcribed and analysed by two researchers (see Salo et al.
(2009)). The findings concerning the operating practices of the
one crew suggested that although the performance was impecca-
ble in the sense that all proceduralized actions were carried out,
it seemed that towards the later episodes the crew adopted an
operating practice which was not very sensitive to the process
information and was tuned more towards the procedure than actu-
ally the process.

In the detailed analysis all the distinguishable decision making
points were marked in a spread sheet containing the transcribed
activity. The points were compared with the relevant parts of the

FSM and as a result four episodes were identified as being crucial
for successful accident management in the given scenario: (1)
Initial detections and scram, (2) Coping with the plant protection
failure, (3) Detection of new indications concerning the nature of
situation and (4) Diagnosis and choosing the event based proce-
dure. Later the episodes 1 and 2 were combined and the analysis
of the activity of all crews was conducted with 3 episodes.

3.2. Data analysis

The data analyses consist of two phases. First, the differences in
the behaviour of the crews were identified with regard to critical
process control tasks found relevant in the episodes, and secondly
the differences were classified and graded.

3.2.1. Identification of the crews’ operating practices (in process
control tasks)

In identifying whether and how the crews’ behaviours in con-
ducting the proceduralized tasks differed from each other, the
semiotic concept of habit (Peirce, 1958) was utilised as an opera-
tionalization of the concept of practice (Norros, 2004). Habit is
the notion that has been proposed to express the way an organism
is organised to meet the changing and unexpected features of the
environment. The philosophers Charles Sanders Peirce and John
Dewey saw habit as a fundamental principle of human thinking
and action (Dewey, 2002; Peirce, 1998): Human actors connect
themselves to the possibilities of the environment by continuous
action–perception cycles, during which the outcomes of action
are observed. Relatively stable anticipatory schemes, habits,
emerge when an appropriate response to and interpretation of
the environment is reached. According to Peirce’s theory, habit
has a triadic structure containing three components: sign, interpre-
tant, and object. The three components are interconnected as
depicted below (Fig. 1). Interpretant is the element of habit which
is directly observable in the behaviour of the actor. Acting of a per-
son is driven by interpreting the signs in the environment. The sign
refers to any perceivable element or feature in the environment. It
can be an action (e.g. a communication, a movement) of another
person or it can be a technology mediated sound or a visual fea-
ture. The idea or object to which the sign can be connected via
the interpreting behaviour reveals the objective which is sought
for. In other words: the way the crew acts based on particular signs
reveals what they consider the situation to demand from them.

Identification of habits was conducted for each episode and for
each crew separately. The treatment was carried out first for all
crews in episode one, then for all crews in the next episode.

In the identification of habits we analysed the perception–
action cycles in the particular episode and focused first at what
people did (interpretant). In this step the key actions (verbalisa-
tions, operations, movements, etc.) of each crew member in the
episode were written out in textual format. The next step was to
look at the very moments prior to the deed, and identify the signs
based on which the particular actions were carried out. The signs
were previous actions, process information, information in the
procedure, sounds, communications, etc. It is not always obvious

Fig. 1. The semiotic structure of habit (Peirce, 1958).
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requirements of intelligent procedure usage may be fulfilled to
different extent by the different operating crews. If so, these
differences would be evident in the operating crews’ practices of
utilising EOPs to handle emergency situations.

2.4. Research problem: Practices of conducting proceduralized tasks

The studies concerning procedure usage have shown that utilis-
ing procedures in an activity is not simple or straight forward
indeed: Special expertise is required from the operating crews in
completing procedures in action and conducting the procedural-
ized tasks intelligently.

Studies on performative aspects of routines have shown that
there is more to human activity than is assumed in treating pro-
ceduralized activity merely as procedure following. But few back-
ground assumptions implicit in their conductance can be
questioned. Many of the studies seem to contradict rule-following
with not obeying or even non-usage of procedures. The importance
of rule-following cannot be argued against, it is self-evident, but
we see that the important issue is to understand how rules should
be followed. All NPP process control is governed by procedures but
these procedures may be followed in different ways: In different
situations different crews may interpret the rules differently.
Whether these different interpretations in action are significant
from the point of view of safety cannot be discovered if procedure
utilisation is studied merely from the point of view of following/
not following procedures. Therefore, the research approach must
be such that it can capture the variance within the procedure
following.

Another issue concerns the concepts of resilience and practice.
In simple terms, resilience is the ability of the system to flourish
even in unexpected situations. It is clear that resilience is a critical
characteristic of socio-technical systems but the current literature
does not make very explicit links between the actual practices of
work and resilience in the system. It is necessary to understand
more thoroughly how the behaviour of the individual crews is con-
nected to the safety maintaining functions of the whole system.
And this leads to the concept of practice. None of the reviewed
studies explicitly define what they mean by practice even though
the concept is used in exploring and identifying safety ensuring
mechanisms in observed behaviours.

Drawing on the above reasoning, our assumption is that (1)
there may be differences between operating crews in how proce-
dures are utilised and (2) it is possible that some of the ways of
using procedures are more beneficial for safety of the system than
some others. In the study presented in this paper, we investigate
how exactly professional NPP operating crews conduct procedural-
ized emergency operating tasks. The research problem concerns
the operating practices in conducting proceduralized accident
management tasks. It is formulated as two operative research
questions as follows:

1. What kind of variation can be identified in the accident man-
agement practices between the different operating crews
(who all fulfil the demands prescribed in the operating
procedures)?

2. What kind of practices can be identified that can be argued to
contribute to system level resilience?

3. Research process

In order to better understand how emergency operating proce-
dures are used in complex work, a study at a NPP training simula-
tor was conducted. This chapter describes the research process
utilised in the study.

3.1. Data collection

3.1.1. The plant, the participants, and the EOPs
The particular nuclear power plant is of type pressurised water

reactor consisting of two separate units. The plant originates from
the late 1970s and produces currently close to 500 MW electrical
power in each unit. A normal operating crew (excluding field oper-
ators) consists of three operators: shift supervisor (SS), reactor
operator (RO), and a turbine operator (TO). The responsibilities of
the operators are divided so that RO takes care of the primary cir-
cuit: heat generation and cooling. TO’s responsibility is the turbine
operation and electricity generation. SS has a leading role in mak-
ing crucial operative decisions and ensuring the duties of both RO
and TO.

All twelve operating crews of the plant participated in the study
which means that altogether 44 operators acted as users in the
experiment (in addition to the normal crew the trainees in crews
also took part in the exercises). Thus, the operating experience of
the participants varied from 1 to 32 years of experience. There
were 18 participants in the experience group 1–9 years, 13 partic-
ipants in the experience group 10–19 years, and 13 participants in
the experience group over 19 years.

The EOPs of the plant have been designed so that there are two
different identification procedures: Incident identification (I0) and
Accident identification (A0). Depending on particular automatic
signals and alarms the operators choose either of the above. In
choosing which identification procedure to take into use, operators
receive support from automation system; when the respective
plant protection signal is launched a support display appears on
the operating screen which commands to take either I0 or A0 into
use. Also, the operators tend to know by heart the criteria (the auto-
matic plant protection signals) which indicate which EOP should be
taken into use. Each operator role has a designated flowchart type
procedure which has been designed for the specific operator tasks.
The identification EOPs of TO and RO prescribe actions related to
respective sections of the power plant process. The identification
EOP of the SS prescribes actions that further ensure the actions of
TO and RO and bring thus redundancy to the activity of the crew.

3.1.2. The simulated accident scenario
The scenario which was analysed from EOP usage point of view

is an emergency situation in which there is a leak in the primary
circuit which means that the circulation of the coolant is decreased
and thus the cooling of reactor is endangered. This particular acci-
dent scenario is a typical design basis accident and has been
labelled loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The specific LOCA utilised
in the simulator study was midsize, which means that reactor and
turbine scrams were automatically released, containment isolation
was completed, and safety injection water systems were initiated
by the automation system. Also, diesel generators were started
up in order to assure energy supply for safety systems. The
operators’ tasks in this type of scenario consist mainly of double-
checking and assuring that all the automatic safety systems are
functioning as required and of further identification of the situa-
tion e.g. locale of the leak. In this scenario there was one additional
simulated failure in the safety systems: A particular plant protec-
tion signal did not function correctly and thus containment isola-
tion was not completed automatically. Scenario is presented in
more detail below.

In the beginning the plant is running on full power. Some minutes
after the start of the scenario there is a leak of 50 kg/s in one of the
six primary loops. The pressurizer level will drop quickly. The leak
endangers the mass balance on the primary circuit side of the plant.
Signal YZ36 will go off but fails to release a plant protection chain
that is related to the automatic isolation of the containment. Very
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soon plant protection signal YZ24 goes off and starts safety injec-
tion pumps to compensate the loss of water in the primary circuit.
The operators should detect the abnormalities in the process state
and perform appropriate actions to verify the functioning of safety
systems. YZ36 signal is a criterion for taking the incident identifica-
tion procedure I0 into use and YZ24 for taking the accident
identification procedure A0. After detecting that the process is in
disturbance and that shutting down the plant is required the oper-
ators can perform scram (and verify automatic shut down) on the
basis of either the shift supervisor’s decision or the procedure I0, or,
if they have not released scram before noticing the YZ24 signal, on
the basis of the procedure A0. Identification of the accident situa-
tion is performed with A0, which then leads the operators to the
A1 primary circuit leak procedure. With A1 the crew runs the plant
towards a safe state by cooling the primary circuit and by manually
releasing the YZ36 signal that finalises the isolation of the
containment.

As a starting point, the simulated accident scenario was care-
fully analysed from the perspective of critical functions which
are endangered in the situation and the required respective opera-
tor actions. This analysis produced a functional situation model
(FSM) (Savioja et al., 2012) of the accident situation. This model
depicts the generic critical functions of nuclear power production
in the light of this particular emergency situation. The model also
has a temporal dimension and it depicts the main operations that
the operators are supposed to conduct in the situation. In the
model the operations are connected to the functions. Thus the
model describes the meaning of each operation: The model makes
explicit both what actions operators take in order to gain control of
the process and for which operational purpose. The model is the
reference for analysing how operating crews in their activity take
into account important process information.

3.1.3. Observation of the operating crew activity
The operating activity of each crew in the simulated accident

scenario was observed both online and via recordings. The record-
ings were both in audio and in video format. Each operator carried
a head mounted camera which enabled analysis of direction of
gaze. In addition there were overview video cameras and audio
recorders registering operating activity. The process events and
all operations were recorded in simulator logs.

Later, selected parts of the activity were transcribed into spread
sheets in which the courses of action for each crew were depicted
on a detailed level. This description included process operations,
verbal communications, movements (person’s position in the con-
trol room), and directions of gaze (when distinguishable in the
data) for each crew.

3.1.4. Selection of relevant episodes in the data
The analyses were focused by selecting relevant episodes from

the scenario. Identification of the relevant episodes commenced
with the FSM. First, it was considered which parts of the chosen
scenario were relevant from the point of view utilising procedures.
Next, the videoed process control activity of one crewwas carefully
transcribed and analysed by two researchers (see Salo et al.
(2009)). The findings concerning the operating practices of the
one crew suggested that although the performance was impecca-
ble in the sense that all proceduralized actions were carried out,
it seemed that towards the later episodes the crew adopted an
operating practice which was not very sensitive to the process
information and was tuned more towards the procedure than actu-
ally the process.

In the detailed analysis all the distinguishable decision making
points were marked in a spread sheet containing the transcribed
activity. The points were compared with the relevant parts of the

FSM and as a result four episodes were identified as being crucial
for successful accident management in the given scenario: (1)
Initial detections and scram, (2) Coping with the plant protection
failure, (3) Detection of new indications concerning the nature of
situation and (4) Diagnosis and choosing the event based proce-
dure. Later the episodes 1 and 2 were combined and the analysis
of the activity of all crews was conducted with 3 episodes.

3.2. Data analysis

The data analyses consist of two phases. First, the differences in
the behaviour of the crews were identified with regard to critical
process control tasks found relevant in the episodes, and secondly
the differences were classified and graded.

3.2.1. Identification of the crews’ operating practices (in process
control tasks)

In identifying whether and how the crews’ behaviours in con-
ducting the proceduralized tasks differed from each other, the
semiotic concept of habit (Peirce, 1958) was utilised as an opera-
tionalization of the concept of practice (Norros, 2004). Habit is
the notion that has been proposed to express the way an organism
is organised to meet the changing and unexpected features of the
environment. The philosophers Charles Sanders Peirce and John
Dewey saw habit as a fundamental principle of human thinking
and action (Dewey, 2002; Peirce, 1998): Human actors connect
themselves to the possibilities of the environment by continuous
action–perception cycles, during which the outcomes of action
are observed. Relatively stable anticipatory schemes, habits,
emerge when an appropriate response to and interpretation of
the environment is reached. According to Peirce’s theory, habit
has a triadic structure containing three components: sign, interpre-
tant, and object. The three components are interconnected as
depicted below (Fig. 1). Interpretant is the element of habit which
is directly observable in the behaviour of the actor. Acting of a per-
son is driven by interpreting the signs in the environment. The sign
refers to any perceivable element or feature in the environment. It
can be an action (e.g. a communication, a movement) of another
person or it can be a technology mediated sound or a visual fea-
ture. The idea or object to which the sign can be connected via
the interpreting behaviour reveals the objective which is sought
for. In other words: the way the crew acts based on particular signs
reveals what they consider the situation to demand from them.

Identification of habits was conducted for each episode and for
each crew separately. The treatment was carried out first for all
crews in episode one, then for all crews in the next episode.

In the identification of habits we analysed the perception–
action cycles in the particular episode and focused first at what
people did (interpretant). In this step the key actions (verbalisa-
tions, operations, movements, etc.) of each crew member in the
episode were written out in textual format. The next step was to
look at the very moments prior to the deed, and identify the signs
based on which the particular actions were carried out. The signs
were previous actions, process information, information in the
procedure, sounds, communications, etc. It is not always obvious

Fig. 1. The semiotic structure of habit (Peirce, 1958).
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source of erroneous situation interpretation. The confirmative
habit also utilises multiple sources of information but the observa-
tions are not as profound as with the interpretative habit because
diversity of sources is not utilised to the same extent. Most impor-
tantly, there are no signs of joint knowledge creation process in the
behaviour of the crew. As is characteristic for a confirmative habit,
the rule-based approach generally produces a good result because
in most cases the rule applies.

In analysing the data, an indicator pointing to reactive habit was
utilising alarm information only. This was considered reactive as it
reflects considering singular information reliable enough to base
decisions on. The reactive habit in information usage means that
information in alarms and the support systems is taken for granted
and no additional double checking concerning accuracy of observa-
tion is made. Characteristic for the crews acting this way was that
observations are paced by alarms and thus the crew is always a lit-
tle bit lagging behind the process events.

4.1.1.2. Habits of identification of process situation. There were dif-
ferences in crews’ habits in situation identification based on which
the same classification of interpretative, confirmative, and reactive
could be made. The analysis was carried out based on verbalisa-
tions concerning the process situation. The reference in determin-
ing the adequacy of the habit was the FSM in which the
characteristics of the scenario had been thoroughly analysed.

In the analysis of verbalisations and communications there
were differences between crews from reading aloud alarm texts
to contemplating the general characteristics and also conse-
quences of the situation (examples in Table 2). In determining
whether the habit of situation identification was interpretative,
confirmative, or reactive, several behavioural indications emerged.

They were utilised in the grading of the habits as depicted below
(Fig. 3).

If the operating crews referred to safety functions in their ver-
balisations, the situation identification was considered to be a
threat to mass balance. This indicates a thorough and holistic func-
tional understanding of the process situation and thus the habit
was analysed to be interpretative. The same judgement was made
if the size and the location of the leakage were somehow referred
to. The interpretative habit in identification of the process situation
means that the information concerning process, e.g. parameter val-
ues are not only considered for face value but also their functional
meaning is e.g. the meaning of a certain parameter value from the
point of view of the overall safety is taken into consideration
explicitly. This provides resilience in the system because it enables
treatment of situations which do not fit the pre-existing typology
of possible events.

Confirmative habits were such that situation was identified to
be some kind of leakage as this word was utilised in verbalisations
but no general linking to the safety functions was made. The con-
firmative habit in this case reflects a strive to fit the on-going sit-
uation to an existing typology of possible events and thus it does
not build capability in the system to survive unexpected events.
The confirmative habit in process situation identification means
that process events are identified, but not really functionally. A
habit was seen to be confirmative if there was no evidence of the
crew contemplating e.g. size of the leak.

If, in the other end of the spectrum, the verbalisations con-
cerned only alarm information which is directly readable in the
alarm system, the interpretation was considered to be that there
is a process disturbance, and the habit was considered to be reac-
tive. The reactive habit in process situation interpretation meant

Table 1
Examples of crew activities in information utilisation.

Crew I in episode 1 Crew B in episode 1 Crew A in episode 1

First, all three operators are looking at the process
monitoring system
SS: ‘‘The doors of the ice condenser’’ [reads aloud
the alarm text] ‘‘Do we have a small leak in the pri-
mary circuit, maybe a big one?’’

First, all three operators are looking at the process
monitoring system

TO: ‘‘Ice condenser doors [reading from the
alarm list].’’
RO: ‘‘The pressuriser level and circuit pressure
are dropping’’

All operators are sitting at their respective desks
SS: ‘‘Now came moisture alarm [reading from the
alarm list].’’
TO: ‘‘Ice condenser doors [reading from the alarm
list].’’

SS looks at trends on process monitoring system and
plant protection signals. RO looks at display support
system which displays a command to take I0 into
use. RO looks at plant protection signals
RO: ‘‘YZ 36 [name of the protection signal], I0’’
TO: ‘‘The pressurizer level crashed’’
SS: ‘‘Primary circuit pressure is 120 bars’’

RO looks to the plant protection signals.
SS: ‘‘Yes, we have some kind of a leak.’’
TO: ‘‘Seems like a leak in a primary circuit’’
SS: ‘‘Conduct the scrams’’

RO looks at display support system displaying
command to take I0 into use. RO is silent.

TO: ‘‘YZ36 [name of the protection signal].’’
SS: ‘‘Drop in pressurizer level’’.

TO turns to face SS, who listens actively.
TO: ‘‘Now there is a big leak going on’’
SS: [in reply to TO]: ‘‘Ice condenser doors are open
there. Shall we scram the reactor? Yes, do it.’’
RO: ‘‘Yes’’

SS looks to the protection signal panel
SS: ‘‘YZ36’’
TO: ‘‘Scram?’’
SS: ‘‘Yes’’.

Analysis: crew utilises different kinds and types of
information and both RO and SS check the plant
protection signal status. Information usage is also
dialogical? interpretative habit

Analysis: Crew utilises both alarm and parameter
information but draws the conclusion to conduct
the scram without considering the plant protection
signal status.? reflects a confirmative habit

Analysis: Crew makes hasty observations based on
alarm information mainly. The information provided
by different systems is only read aloud. No one seems
to be listening what the other person is
saying.? reactive habit

Fig. 2. Habits of information usage: differences identified in the data. I = interpretative, C = confirmative, R = reactive.
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what sign has triggered the interpretation process because human
acting is continuous, but in most cases we were able to come to a
conclusion what constitutes the sign on a suitable level of abstrac-
tion. In the last step, we deduced the objective in the habit by ana-
lytically comparing the interpretant, the sign, and the demands of
the process situation described in the FSM.

As this analysis of perception–action cycles was carried out for
the entirety of the data we identified that there was notable vari-
ance in the crews’ behaviour with respect to the generally known
critical process control tasks that we found relevant in each epi-
sode, i.e. in information usage, situation identification, dealing
with automation, decision making, communication, and leader-
ship. All crews conducted these process control tasks complying
with the procedure, but the micro-level of the behaviour, the ways
of conducting the tasks, i.e. the habits of decision making, habit of
situation identification, habit of dealing with automation, habits of
decision making, habits of communication, and habits of leader-
ship, were internally different. Sometimes crews acted based on
different signs, sometimes the same signs were interpreted differ-
ently, and so on.

3.2.2. Classifying and grading habits
The next task in the analysis was to grade the variance within

the habits. We started by analysing similarities and differences
qualitatively. In nearly all habits (habit of decision making, identi-
fication of situation, etc.) we identified classes which fit the classes
of interpretative, confirmative, and reactive previously defined on
the basis of the Peircean theory for differences in the creative
strength of habits (Norros, 2004): An interpretative habit is such
that behaviours can be identified which point in direction of
expressing interest on the present situation and urging to own
interpretation of situational demands, questioning the observed
phenomena, building expectations of future events. Nearly an oppo-
site type of habit is a reactive habit. Reactive habit is such that it
reflects passivity and lack of expectations concerning the situation.
No indications of own interpretations and reflections are identified
in the data. Weakness of reactive habit is that it is able only to react
to situations; there are no anticipatory aspects. A confirmative
habit is such that neither reactive nor interpretative characteristics
can be identified; therefore it constitutes a third type. Confirmative
habit can be described as taking the situation for granted, acting in
a pre-defined way, and over emphasising rules and procedures. In a
confirmative habit repetition is dominant whereas in the interpre-
tative habit also the adaptive potential of a habit is represented.
We utilised these pre-defined labels of habit types as the analysis
frame, but the qualitative characteristics of each class were
grounded in the observational data.

The background assumption in using this specific internal
typology of habits is that interpretativeness in operating habits
may be a mechanism of producing resilience in the system. For
example an alarm as a sign might be interpreted by seeking other
process indications confirming the particular alarm, an interpreta-
tive habit, which is a resilience-producing habit of action because it
is oriented to the process information and making thorough sense
of the situation. Whereas, the same alarm could also be interpreted
by conducting exactly and only the action the alarm indicates. This
kind of habit of reacting to alarms can be argued to have less
capacity to produce system level resilience because it takes the
provided alarm information for granted and does not aim for con-
textual interpretation of the situation.

As an end-result of all the analyses it came possible to formu-
late results such as: Crew A portrays certain types of habits in
the process control tasks required in the studied episodes and give
a contextual description of these habits. We were also able to
assess whether the crews’ practices would support resilience of
the system.

4. Findings

The findings of the research are presented in two sections. The
first section (4.1) presents the habits of the crews episode by epi-
sode, and crew by crew. It shows how different habits are distrib-
uted among the different crews of the plant. In the second section
(4.2) the differences in habits are contemplated for their capability
of producing system level resilience in the activity.

4.1. Different habits in each episode

4.1.1. Episode 1: Initial detections and scram
The first episode covers a time frame from the detection of the

first signs of disturbance to the point of time when SS makes a
decision of first actions and the reactor scram is conducted. During
this time, the operators will detect that the process is in distur-
bance, that operator actions are required, and that specific proce-
dure should be taken into use. Therefore, the name of the first
episode is ‘‘Initial detections and scram’’.

Using the triadic structure of habit as an instrument the
detailed analyses of crews’ process control activity revealed differ-
ences in crews’ behaviour in four process control tasks relevant in
this episode: information usage, situation identification, dealing
with plant protection, and justifications for scram. In the following
section each of the emerging habit kinds are presented and the
internal differences within them are demonstrated by grading
them on the scale of interpretative, confirmative and reactive
and by contextually defining what, based on the observational
data, constitutes e.g. interpretative information usage. The sum-
mary of the graded habits in episode 1 is presented (Table 3).

4.1.1.1. Habits of information usage. In the first episode there were
differences between the crews in the extent to which process infor-
mation was gathered before determining what to do, and before
conducting any process interventions. There was variation from
utilising only the alarm information to extensive and diverse pro-
cess parameter observations and dialogue (examples in Table 1). In
analysing the data several behavioural indications were identified
based on which the habit could be classified being one of the three
types: interpretative, confirmative or reactive. These indications
were utilised in the grading of the habits as depicted below (Fig. 2).

Some crews gathered redundant and diverse information before
conducting any process interventions. This was considered inter-
pretative because it reflects an objective of validating the initial
observations by gathering process information profoundly. Also
these crews typically gathered different types and abstraction levels
of information, e.g. alarms, display support system, process param-
eter values, trends, automation information, procedures. An impor-
tant characteristic was also utilisation of both redundant and
diverse information sources. Most importantly it was typical to
the crews to jointly reflect on the acquired information i.e. con-
struct own understanding of the situation and create assumptions
concerning it. This reflection process is a knowledge creation pro-
cess which increases the opportunity to spot any initially false
basic assumptions. It also shows that the crew is tuned towards
understanding the dynamic process phenomena as it is taking
place. If the crew conducted information gathering this way, the
habit of information usage was considered interpretative.

Confirmative habits in information usage were also identifiable
in the data. Some crews seemed to conducts double-checking more
as rule. While this habit is adequate as such, it does not indicate a
deeper strive to understand the situation and being one with the
real-time process. The problem with the confirmative habit in this
case is that it may lead the operators to only consider such new
information that validates the existing one, which is a well-known
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source of erroneous situation interpretation. The confirmative
habit also utilises multiple sources of information but the observa-
tions are not as profound as with the interpretative habit because
diversity of sources is not utilised to the same extent. Most impor-
tantly, there are no signs of joint knowledge creation process in the
behaviour of the crew. As is characteristic for a confirmative habit,
the rule-based approach generally produces a good result because
in most cases the rule applies.

In analysing the data, an indicator pointing to reactive habit was
utilising alarm information only. This was considered reactive as it
reflects considering singular information reliable enough to base
decisions on. The reactive habit in information usage means that
information in alarms and the support systems is taken for granted
and no additional double checking concerning accuracy of observa-
tion is made. Characteristic for the crews acting this way was that
observations are paced by alarms and thus the crew is always a lit-
tle bit lagging behind the process events.

4.1.1.2. Habits of identification of process situation. There were dif-
ferences in crews’ habits in situation identification based on which
the same classification of interpretative, confirmative, and reactive
could be made. The analysis was carried out based on verbalisa-
tions concerning the process situation. The reference in determin-
ing the adequacy of the habit was the FSM in which the
characteristics of the scenario had been thoroughly analysed.

In the analysis of verbalisations and communications there
were differences between crews from reading aloud alarm texts
to contemplating the general characteristics and also conse-
quences of the situation (examples in Table 2). In determining
whether the habit of situation identification was interpretative,
confirmative, or reactive, several behavioural indications emerged.

They were utilised in the grading of the habits as depicted below
(Fig. 3).

If the operating crews referred to safety functions in their ver-
balisations, the situation identification was considered to be a
threat to mass balance. This indicates a thorough and holistic func-
tional understanding of the process situation and thus the habit
was analysed to be interpretative. The same judgement was made
if the size and the location of the leakage were somehow referred
to. The interpretative habit in identification of the process situation
means that the information concerning process, e.g. parameter val-
ues are not only considered for face value but also their functional
meaning is e.g. the meaning of a certain parameter value from the
point of view of the overall safety is taken into consideration
explicitly. This provides resilience in the system because it enables
treatment of situations which do not fit the pre-existing typology
of possible events.

Confirmative habits were such that situation was identified to
be some kind of leakage as this word was utilised in verbalisations
but no general linking to the safety functions was made. The con-
firmative habit in this case reflects a strive to fit the on-going sit-
uation to an existing typology of possible events and thus it does
not build capability in the system to survive unexpected events.
The confirmative habit in process situation identification means
that process events are identified, but not really functionally. A
habit was seen to be confirmative if there was no evidence of the
crew contemplating e.g. size of the leak.

If, in the other end of the spectrum, the verbalisations con-
cerned only alarm information which is directly readable in the
alarm system, the interpretation was considered to be that there
is a process disturbance, and the habit was considered to be reac-
tive. The reactive habit in process situation interpretation meant

Table 1
Examples of crew activities in information utilisation.

Crew I in episode 1 Crew B in episode 1 Crew A in episode 1

First, all three operators are looking at the process
monitoring system
SS: ‘‘The doors of the ice condenser’’ [reads aloud
the alarm text] ‘‘Do we have a small leak in the pri-
mary circuit, maybe a big one?’’

First, all three operators are looking at the process
monitoring system

TO: ‘‘Ice condenser doors [reading from the
alarm list].’’
RO: ‘‘The pressuriser level and circuit pressure
are dropping’’

All operators are sitting at their respective desks
SS: ‘‘Now came moisture alarm [reading from the
alarm list].’’
TO: ‘‘Ice condenser doors [reading from the alarm
list].’’

SS looks at trends on process monitoring system and
plant protection signals. RO looks at display support
system which displays a command to take I0 into
use. RO looks at plant protection signals
RO: ‘‘YZ 36 [name of the protection signal], I0’’
TO: ‘‘The pressurizer level crashed’’
SS: ‘‘Primary circuit pressure is 120 bars’’

RO looks to the plant protection signals.
SS: ‘‘Yes, we have some kind of a leak.’’
TO: ‘‘Seems like a leak in a primary circuit’’
SS: ‘‘Conduct the scrams’’

RO looks at display support system displaying
command to take I0 into use. RO is silent.

TO: ‘‘YZ36 [name of the protection signal].’’
SS: ‘‘Drop in pressurizer level’’.

TO turns to face SS, who listens actively.
TO: ‘‘Now there is a big leak going on’’
SS: [in reply to TO]: ‘‘Ice condenser doors are open
there. Shall we scram the reactor? Yes, do it.’’
RO: ‘‘Yes’’

SS looks to the protection signal panel
SS: ‘‘YZ36’’
TO: ‘‘Scram?’’
SS: ‘‘Yes’’.

Analysis: crew utilises different kinds and types of
information and both RO and SS check the plant
protection signal status. Information usage is also
dialogical? interpretative habit

Analysis: Crew utilises both alarm and parameter
information but draws the conclusion to conduct
the scram without considering the plant protection
signal status.? reflects a confirmative habit

Analysis: Crew makes hasty observations based on
alarm information mainly. The information provided
by different systems is only read aloud. No one seems
to be listening what the other person is
saying.? reactive habit

Fig. 2. Habits of information usage: differences identified in the data. I = interpretative, C = confirmative, R = reactive.
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the loss of water. This defines the situation an accident as opposed
to an incident which it had been up to this point. This new infor-
mation yields a procedure shift from I0 (incident identification)
to A0 (accident identification). This procedure change is a crucial
point in the scenario as an accident procedure has been designed
to tackle more severe situations than an incident procedure.

In close analysis of crews’ behaviours in episode 2, it was possi-
ble to see differences concerning two issues: Information usage
and Communication.

4.1.2.1. Habit of information usage. Information usage in episode 2
refers to the information based on which the crew decides to take
A0 into use. There are several possibilities: (1) The procedure shift
is announced in the display support system of the RO. In the dis-
play a text ‘‘take A0 into use’’ is displayed and connected to an
audio alarm. (2) The same signal which makes the procedure shift
instruction appear on RO’s display also starts the safety injection
pumps. It is possible that the crew notices that these pumps are
running and from this process information deduces that the situa-
tion must have deteriorated and thus a procedure shift is needed.
(3) The crew may also observe the signal (YZ 24) which the initia-
tor for the display system and the safety injection pumps.

The analysis of which information was utilised was based on
observing individual persons’ moving and whereabouts in the con-

trol room and directions of gazes. Similar differences in crews’
information usage were identified in the data concerning episode
2 as previously in episode 1 (Fig. 2): Some crews carried out all
the above mentioned three ways of using information and conse-
quently the habit was graded interpretative. It was analysed that
for interpretative habit it was necessary that the crew made notice
of safety injection pumps which is indicative of following actual
process response and also checked the plant protection signals
which is indicative of double-checking that automation is func-
tioning correctly. If the crew changed procedures only based on
display support system the habit was judged to be reactive as there
is no indication of strive for understanding the functional meaning
of the information displayed. If the crew only observed the safety
injection pumps the habit was graded as confirmative. Results of
all crews are displayed below (Table 5).

4.1.2.2. Habit of communication. Communication habits of the
crews were observed throughout the scenario but as specific indi-
cator they were utilised in the analysis of episode 2. This episode
had a special demand for communication as it is about shifting
the procedure. In a heavily proceduralised task, in which almost
all the operations are described in the procedure, the selection of
correct procedure becomes the critical point in which the common
understanding of the crew could be used as a way of testing the
decision. But this cannot happen if the crew does not communicate
adequately. In analysis of communication it was considered impor-
tant that the crew would use the resource of collaboration in
ensuring that they are moving into a right direction when shifting
to use the procedure A0. Therefore the same information sources
were utilised as in analysis of information usage in episode 2 but
in the analysis of communication the question was whether the
individual crew member who became aware of the particular
information made it available to the other crew members also. In
other words the question was to what extent the information
was communicated within the crew. Examples of different com-
munication habits are depicted below (Table 4). In analysing the
habits in communication several differences between crews were

Table 3
Summarized results concerning habits of the crews in episode 1.The grading of habits is depicted as colouring of the table cell.
White = reactive, grey = confirmative, black = interpretative.

Fig. 3. Habits of process situation identification: differences identified in the data.
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that the crew did not explicitly consider the nature nor severity or
functional meaning of the incident.

4.1.1.3. Habit of dealing with automation. The third habit in episode
one concerned the plant protection signals. All the crews observed
that the plant protection signals had gone off. What in this episode
was thoroughly analysed was the crews’ behaviour during and
immediately after realising that plant protection had gone off.

The variation in behaviour of the crews was as follows: Some
crews seemed to take a notice of the on-going plant protection
chain which in this case was total containment isolation, and
immediately check if the automatic sequence was functioning ade-
quately. This behaviour indicates that the crew understands the
function of plant protection and takes an active situation specific
questioning stance in their relation to automatic safety system.
This is evidence of agency which indicative of interpretative habit.

On the other end of the spectrum some other crews interpreted
the protection signal as a direct signal to perform the scram. By no
means is this a wrong interpretation but it reflects total reliance on
automation and thus this habit was considered reactive. In the
middle class the containment isolation was mentioned but no
active role of ensuring that it was functioning was taken by the
crew. This reflects a stance in which the human and the automa-
tion remain in their separate pre-defined roles, and neither bothers
the other by questioning the adequacy of its functioning. Results of
all crews are again found in Table 1.

In determining whether the habit in dealing with automation
was interpretative, confirmative, or reactive, several behavioural
indications emerged. They were utilised in the grading of the hab-
its as depicted below (Fig. 4).

4.1.1.4. Habit of decision making. The fourth function in which
crews’ activities contained variation concerned way of deciding to
conduct scram. Although all the crews conducted themanual scram
to ensure the automatic one, the different crews took differentmea-
sures of making the decision. The main difference in behaviour of

the crews was that some crews took the initiative to conduct the
scram by SSs’ judgement of the situational demands. The other
way to conduct the scramwas to do it instructed by procedure. This
difference means that some crews conducted the scram prior to
taking the abnormal operating procedures into use. It was analysed
that SS’s discretion concerning the need to conduct the scram is a
sign of interpretative habit. It reflects understanding of the situa-
tional needs, anticipation, and prioritizing safety relevant tasks
and most importantly, human agency in controlling the automated
process. Conducting the scram after the instruction from the proce-
dure was considered confirmative habit because it reflects a rule-
based attitude to decisionmaking: The conductance and e.g. timing
of actions is controlled by the procedure. In the habit of decision
making we did not discover any reactive habit, but as depicted
below, a reactive habit might be hesitance in conducting the scram
which would mean that there is insufficient system level control.

In determining whether the habit of decision making was inter-
pretative, confirmative, or reactive, several behavioural indications
emerged. They were utilised in the grading of the habits as
depicted below (Fig. 5).

The summarised crew level results in episode 1 are presented
below (Table 3). In the case of information usage four crews por-
trayed an interpretative habit (C, D, F, H, I), five crews a confirma-
tive habit (B, E, G, K, L), and two crews a reactive habit (A, J). In
situation interpretation there were two interpretative crews (C
and I), six confirmative crews (B, D, E, F, G, K), and four reactive
crews (A, H, J, L). In interpretation of the meaning of the plant pro-
tection signal there was only on interpretative crew (H), four con-
firmative crews (C, E, F, G) and seven reactive crews (A, B, D, I, J, K,
L). In conducting scram six of the crews carried an interpretative
habit (A, B, C, E, I, L) and six a confirmative habit (D, F, G, H, J, K).

4.1.2. Episode 2: Detection of new indications concerning the nature of
situation

Episode 2 is about realising that situation is deteriorating. The
leak is so large that the safety injection pumps start to compensate

Table 2
Examples of crew activities in interpreting the process situation.

Crew C in episode 1 Crew G in episode 1 Crew H in episode 1

A few seconds silence after the first alarm.
SS: ‘‘Containment isolation signal is on.’’

Some seconds of silence after the first alarm.
TO: ‘‘Ice condenser doors are open, TL22.’’

SS looks at the alarm list.
SS: ‘‘How did you guess it was going to be I0?’’
RO: ‘‘Ice condenser doors [reads directly from
the list]. All batteries are on. Isolation signal’’
SS: ‘‘Did I0 come already?’’
RO: ‘‘Yes.’’

SS turns to plant protection signal panel and looks also to
the side where safety injection pumps are located. RO is
looking at trend information. RO looks at display
support system where to command to take I0 into use
is displayed.
RO: ‘‘TZ20 and 30 are flowing in.’’

Everybody looks at the alarm list. TO looks at
trends, SS reads alarm messages carefully.

RO: ‘‘I0, criterion YZ containment isola-
tion[reads directly from the display].’’

SS looks again to the side panel.
RO: ‘‘Is there more waters?’’

RO looks at the plant protection panel behind him.
TO: ‘‘Primary circuit leak.’’

TO and SS turn to the plant protection signal panel.
RO looks also in that direction.

SS: ‘‘Let’s take the I0 now.’’
SS looks at trend information concerning safety injection

pumps. TO points to the display containing I0
commandment.
TO: ‘‘Take I0 into use, it says there.’’
SS: ‘‘How is the pressurizer level behaving?’’
RO: ‘‘Level is dropping.’’
TO: ‘‘It is dropping fast.’’
SS: ‘‘Going down fast, you say?’’
RO: ‘‘There’s I0.’’
SS: ‘‘Presumably there’s leak in the primary circuit.’’

SS follows what RO is doing and looks also to the
back panels.

SS: ‘‘So, it is YZ36, let’s take the I0s,’’
SS: ‘‘So, it seems like a leak.’’

Analysis: Crew is carefully considering what the process
information means before taking action. This is evident
in the way the SS is considering the pressurizer level
behaviour and safety injection pump
status.? interpretative

Analysis: Crew makes a conclusion that there is a
leak but does not really go further towards
functional interpretation of the
situation.? confirmative

Analysis: The main observation of the crew is that
the situation is I0 which is the name of the
procedure to use in this particular
incident.? reactive
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the loss of water. This defines the situation an accident as opposed
to an incident which it had been up to this point. This new infor-
mation yields a procedure shift from I0 (incident identification)
to A0 (accident identification). This procedure change is a crucial
point in the scenario as an accident procedure has been designed
to tackle more severe situations than an incident procedure.

In close analysis of crews’ behaviours in episode 2, it was possi-
ble to see differences concerning two issues: Information usage
and Communication.

4.1.2.1. Habit of information usage. Information usage in episode 2
refers to the information based on which the crew decides to take
A0 into use. There are several possibilities: (1) The procedure shift
is announced in the display support system of the RO. In the dis-
play a text ‘‘take A0 into use’’ is displayed and connected to an
audio alarm. (2) The same signal which makes the procedure shift
instruction appear on RO’s display also starts the safety injection
pumps. It is possible that the crew notices that these pumps are
running and from this process information deduces that the situa-
tion must have deteriorated and thus a procedure shift is needed.
(3) The crew may also observe the signal (YZ 24) which the initia-
tor for the display system and the safety injection pumps.

The analysis of which information was utilised was based on
observing individual persons’ moving and whereabouts in the con-

trol room and directions of gazes. Similar differences in crews’
information usage were identified in the data concerning episode
2 as previously in episode 1 (Fig. 2): Some crews carried out all
the above mentioned three ways of using information and conse-
quently the habit was graded interpretative. It was analysed that
for interpretative habit it was necessary that the crew made notice
of safety injection pumps which is indicative of following actual
process response and also checked the plant protection signals
which is indicative of double-checking that automation is func-
tioning correctly. If the crew changed procedures only based on
display support system the habit was judged to be reactive as there
is no indication of strive for understanding the functional meaning
of the information displayed. If the crew only observed the safety
injection pumps the habit was graded as confirmative. Results of
all crews are displayed below (Table 5).

4.1.2.2. Habit of communication. Communication habits of the
crews were observed throughout the scenario but as specific indi-
cator they were utilised in the analysis of episode 2. This episode
had a special demand for communication as it is about shifting
the procedure. In a heavily proceduralised task, in which almost
all the operations are described in the procedure, the selection of
correct procedure becomes the critical point in which the common
understanding of the crew could be used as a way of testing the
decision. But this cannot happen if the crew does not communicate
adequately. In analysis of communication it was considered impor-
tant that the crew would use the resource of collaboration in
ensuring that they are moving into a right direction when shifting
to use the procedure A0. Therefore the same information sources
were utilised as in analysis of information usage in episode 2 but
in the analysis of communication the question was whether the
individual crew member who became aware of the particular
information made it available to the other crew members also. In
other words the question was to what extent the information
was communicated within the crew. Examples of different com-
munication habits are depicted below (Table 4). In analysing the
habits in communication several differences between crews were

Table 3
Summarized results concerning habits of the crews in episode 1.The grading of habits is depicted as colouring of the table cell.
White = reactive, grey = confirmative, black = interpretative.

Fig. 3. Habits of process situation identification: differences identified in the data.
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process situation really requires it. They did not discuss together
the process parameters. Only the display support system informa-
tion was made remarks about, thus it seems that the style of com-
munication enforces the interpretation that the process situation is
what the procedure has named it.

Concerning communication it is obvious that if the crew has not
observed particular information (reactive in information usage)
they cannot communicate about it either (see Table 2). But it is
interesting that for some crews it seemed to be typical (based on
directions of gaze) that individual members may make observa-
tions which are not communicated to other members (crews A,
D, L). It is also a fact that the crews which were interpretative in
utilising information were of that also in communication.

4.1.3. Episode 3: Diagnosis and selecting the event based procedure
The third episode is about approaching the end of procedure A0

accident identification procedure. The operators are supposed to
identify the situation based on process parameters and choose
the respective EOP into use. This is an important phase in accident
management because based on the result of A0 the crew (SS) shall
choose the next EOP into use. Making the right decision is crucial
for successful accident management. In this case, it should be the
procedure A1 as the situation is LOCA. How the SS utilises his crew
as a resource in his decision making was the centre of analyses in
episode 3.

In the analysis of the behaviour of the crews in episode 3 there
were great differences in the ways the SSs behaved in the situation.
The main differences were in coordination and collaboration which
in this connection are combined and labelled the function of crew
leadership.

The crews’ work in this part of the scenario is quite strictly dic-
tated by the A0 procedure. The relevant part of the procedure is
depicted below (Fig. 7). The procedure is used by following lines
and making choices on which arrow to follow after each statement
box. Each box contains a statement and if the statement is true the
line downward is followed, if it is false the line to the side is fol-
lowed. This way, at the end point of this procedure one of the
A1, I4, or A2 procedure will be taken into use next.

The SS uses this procedure. The correct path is to procedure
A1 through all the boxes i.e. parameter Y is not below 20 (false),
time is greater than 5 min (true), protection signals XX–YY are
not on (false), protections signals ZZ–AA are not on (false), and
parameter X is less than 110 bar (true). The way the SSs con-
ducted this task involving different kinds of process and automa-
tion checks varied. Examples of crew activities are depicted
below (Table 6).

In analysing the habits leadership there were again differences
between the crews based on which the classification to interpreta-
tive, confirmative, and reactive was applied (Fig. 8).

One way of utilising the procedure by the SS was following the
lines with finger and pen, saying aloud each statement, and asking
some parameter values from the operators, and after arriving to
the conclusion (which is the next procedures) seeking confirma-
tion from the operators also for example by saying: ‘‘I get A1, do
you agree?’’. This habit indicates apt use of procedure as a tool to
control own behaviour, dialogue both with self and other crew
members to avoid misinterpretations and using the operators’ col-
laboration as a resource in ensuring the diagnosis. Thus this habit
was analysed to be interpretative. The interpretative habit entails
that the SS has a leading role in the decision making but that the
whole crew is involved. This brings resilience into the system
because it is acknowledged that procedure shift is a critical point
in the activity and the diagnosis must be assured utilising each
crew members’ point of view.

Table 5
Summarized results concerning habits of the crews in episode 2. The grading of habits is depicted as colouring of the
table cell. White = reactive, grey = confirmative, black = interpretative.

Fig. 6. Habits of communication: differences identified in the data.
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identified. Based on the differences the classes of interpretative,
confirmative, or reactive, were formulated which were utilised in
the grading of the habits as depicted below (Fig. 6).

The interpretative habit of communicating all the relevant
information reflects an objective of creating joint awareness of
the situation. Interpretative habit in communication was about
depth of issues which were talked about and dialogue. Dialogue

in communication enables creation of new knowledge and is thus
considered interpretative. Creation of new knowledge is especially
important resilience characteristic because resilience assumes that
system can survive even totally unprecedented situations about
which no previous knowledge exists.

The confirmative habit in communication was type of conversa-
tion which did not include real dialogue concerning process status
or e.g. projected upcoming process behaviour or required crew
activity. In the conversation lacking dialogue the contents are
merely repetitions of own interpretations and it seems that the
objective in the communication is to confirm what is already
known. In the analyses of communication also the content was
taken into consideration. For example if there was evidence (based
on direction of gaze) that the crew was making observations con-
cerning functional status of the process but did not communicate
this level information, the communication was seen to be
confirmative.

The reactive habit of saying aloud display support system infor-
mation reflects an objective of information transfer. The reactive
habit in communication was that the crew made the decision to
switch procedures without contemplating together whether the

Fig. 4. Habits of dealing with automation: differences identified in the data.

Fig. 5. Habits of decision making: differences identified in the data.

Table 4
Examples of crew habits in communication in episode 2.

Crew I in episode 2 Crew B in episode 2 Crew G in episode 2

TO: ‘‘Shall we start cooling already [asking from SS]?’’
SS: ‘‘Let’s take I0 first. And ensure scram.’’
TO: ‘‘Yes, ensure.’’
SS: ‘‘Clear, the scrams have been ensured, let’s take I0 next’’.

The crew conducts the scram ensuring in total silence.
TO: ‘‘Turbine trip ensured.’’
SS: ‘‘Good.’’
RO: ‘‘Reactor scram ensured.’’
SS: ‘‘Oh well.’’

RO is looking at the display support
system.

RO: ‘‘Now there is the A0 criterion
on. Shall we switch to A0?’’
SS: ‘‘Should we then discard this I0?
Doesn’t A0 always overrule I0?’’
RO: ‘‘Yes’’

SS turns to fetch the I0 procedures, TO and RO are waiting by SS’s
desk. SS gives the I0 procedures to TO and RO.
RO: ‘‘Take A0 into use [reading from the display support
system]’’

TO talks to the field operator via radio.
RO: ‘‘Take A0 into use [reads from the display] is
the command.’’
SS: ‘‘A0?’’

SS turns to fetch the new procedure. RO
and TO stand around SS’s desk waiting
for the new procedures

SS turns to look at the wall panels where the safety injection pump
indications are located.
SS: ‘‘Did we have YZ24?’’
RO: ‘‘We should check, but yes...’’
SS: ‘‘Let’s take A0’’

RO points to the display and repeats: ‘‘A0 into use’’. SS
looks at the status of safety injection pumps.

SS: ‘‘Oh, we have safety injection pumps running.’’

TO and RO return the I0 procedures to the SS who gives them A0
procedures.
SS: ‘‘There are your procedures. So, we have conducted the
scarms. At what time?’’

SS fetches the A0 procedures. TO is not aware of the
situation change because he has been dealing with
field operations all the time

SS checks the time from process monitoring system.
TO: ‘‘Make the announcement [to SS].
SS: ‘‘Eight something [checking time], yes I will announce [to
TO]. Did it order the ensurance yet?
TO: ‘‘Yes.’’

SS starts to make the general announcement concerning accident
situation

Analysis: crew is working closely together, talking about both
process and automation related issues, making questions to
each other, and listening and answering actively. A specific
characteristic of this crew was that both operators where in
active dialogue with the SS.? interpretative

Analysis: crewmembers state aloud their observations
but do not really talk to each other or build on
previous statements. ? confirmative

Analysis: No real discussion, only
mention procedure
hierarchies? reactive
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process situation really requires it. They did not discuss together
the process parameters. Only the display support system informa-
tion was made remarks about, thus it seems that the style of com-
munication enforces the interpretation that the process situation is
what the procedure has named it.

Concerning communication it is obvious that if the crew has not
observed particular information (reactive in information usage)
they cannot communicate about it either (see Table 2). But it is
interesting that for some crews it seemed to be typical (based on
directions of gaze) that individual members may make observa-
tions which are not communicated to other members (crews A,
D, L). It is also a fact that the crews which were interpretative in
utilising information were of that also in communication.

4.1.3. Episode 3: Diagnosis and selecting the event based procedure
The third episode is about approaching the end of procedure A0

accident identification procedure. The operators are supposed to
identify the situation based on process parameters and choose
the respective EOP into use. This is an important phase in accident
management because based on the result of A0 the crew (SS) shall
choose the next EOP into use. Making the right decision is crucial
for successful accident management. In this case, it should be the
procedure A1 as the situation is LOCA. How the SS utilises his crew
as a resource in his decision making was the centre of analyses in
episode 3.

In the analysis of the behaviour of the crews in episode 3 there
were great differences in the ways the SSs behaved in the situation.
The main differences were in coordination and collaboration which
in this connection are combined and labelled the function of crew
leadership.

The crews’ work in this part of the scenario is quite strictly dic-
tated by the A0 procedure. The relevant part of the procedure is
depicted below (Fig. 7). The procedure is used by following lines
and making choices on which arrow to follow after each statement
box. Each box contains a statement and if the statement is true the
line downward is followed, if it is false the line to the side is fol-
lowed. This way, at the end point of this procedure one of the
A1, I4, or A2 procedure will be taken into use next.

The SS uses this procedure. The correct path is to procedure
A1 through all the boxes i.e. parameter Y is not below 20 (false),
time is greater than 5 min (true), protection signals XX–YY are
not on (false), protections signals ZZ–AA are not on (false), and
parameter X is less than 110 bar (true). The way the SSs con-
ducted this task involving different kinds of process and automa-
tion checks varied. Examples of crew activities are depicted
below (Table 6).

In analysing the habits leadership there were again differences
between the crews based on which the classification to interpreta-
tive, confirmative, and reactive was applied (Fig. 8).

One way of utilising the procedure by the SS was following the
lines with finger and pen, saying aloud each statement, and asking
some parameter values from the operators, and after arriving to
the conclusion (which is the next procedures) seeking confirma-
tion from the operators also for example by saying: ‘‘I get A1, do
you agree?’’. This habit indicates apt use of procedure as a tool to
control own behaviour, dialogue both with self and other crew
members to avoid misinterpretations and using the operators’ col-
laboration as a resource in ensuring the diagnosis. Thus this habit
was analysed to be interpretative. The interpretative habit entails
that the SS has a leading role in the decision making but that the
whole crew is involved. This brings resilience into the system
because it is acknowledged that procedure shift is a critical point
in the activity and the diagnosis must be assured utilising each
crew members’ point of view.

Table 5
Summarized results concerning habits of the crews in episode 2. The grading of habits is depicted as colouring of the
table cell. White = reactive, grey = confirmative, black = interpretative.

Fig. 6. Habits of communication: differences identified in the data.
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on a previously made diagnosis of the situation which determines
the next procedure. Also, this way of using the procedure leaves
room for possibility for a mistake as no opportunity for dialogue
is created in the habit. Thus this habit was analysed to be reactive
due to lack of transparency in decision making. The reactive habit
in leadership was such which was not really collaborative work. In
some crews the SS only announced the next procedure and did not
involve the other operators in the decision making process at all.

The summarised results of episode 3 are depicted below
(Table 7). Five crews had a interpretative habit (A, E, I, K, and L),
four crews a confirmative habit (B, F, G, and H) and three crews a
reactive habit (C, D, and J). In the end all the crews arrived in the
correct diagnosis and took the correct procedure into use next
but as this point in the scenario is very crucial it is very important
that the crew and especially the SS adopt habits which are less
prone to mistakes and misinterpretations of the process situation
and which take full advantage of the available resources.

4.1.4. Summarised crew level results throughout the episodes
The summary of the different crews’ habits in the different epi-

sodes with regard to the emerged 7 functions is presented below
(Table 8). Most of the crews had constructed operating habits that
vary on the scale from reactive to interpretative during the scenario.
Almost all the crews had habit characteristics from all three classes.
Nevertheless, some inclinations towards different habit profiles can
be identified. In the following a conclusion has beenmade that if the
crew has 6 or more indicators of certain habit there is a strong incli-
nation towards the respective habit. Secondly, if the majority of
indicators is in certain category this is the dominant habit charac-

teristic of the crew. Thirdly, if different habits are represented
equally often the habit profile is diffuse. According to this analysis
(Table 8) crew J is strongly reactive. Crews A and D are dominantly
reactive. Crew B is strongly confirmative as is also crew G. Domi-
nantly confirmative are F and H. Crews C, K, and L are quite diffuse
between confirmative and interpretative and crews E and I are dom-
inantly and strongly interpretative respectively (see Table 8).

The point of this analysis is not to make comparisons between
the operating crews or to be able to say which crew has con-
structed the best habits but rather to have an idea of the variation
and dominant characteristics of the habits of action of the operat-
ing crews. On the top level altogether 7 separate functions were
analysed for each of the 12 crews covering 84 separate habit char-
acteristics. Out of those 27 interpretative which yields to 32.1%, 34
confirmative which yields to 40.5%, and 23 were reactive which
yields to 27.4%. This result shows that confirmative way of acting
is the prevailing habit of the operating crews (Fig. 9).

4.2. Summary: Resilience characteristics in habits of action

In this previous section the differences in operating crews’ hab-
its of action in proceduralized accident management were pre-
sented. The classification to interpretative, confirmative, and
reactive was made contextually based on the profoundness of the
connection with the dynamic process evident in the observational
data. The present section presents the argumentation based on
which the interpretative habits identified in the behavioural data
to add to the system level resilience. The summary of the habit
characteristics is presented in the end of this section (Table 9).

Altogether in the analyses of the crews’ habits of action six dif-
ferent tasks were identified for which the habits were different and
could be graded on the scale from interpretative through confirma-
tive to reactive. They are: Information usage, Process situation
identification, Dealing with automation, Decision making, Commu-
nication, and Leadership. These functions are not, of course,
unheard of, as they resemble for example the macro-cognitive
functions described in naturalistic decision making (Schraagen
et al., 2008) and individual level non-technical skills described by
in previous literature (see e.g. Fletcher et al., 2004). In this study,
the functions emerged in the micro-level examination of procedu-
ralized activity of operating crews is evidence for their importance

Fig. 8. The shift supervisors’ habits of leadership: the differences identified in the
data.

Table 7
Summarized results concerning habits of the crews in episode 3. The grading of habits is depicted as colouring of the table cell.
White = reactive, grey = confirmative, black = interpretative.
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The confirmative habit in this scenario was something that
which did not have clear inclinations towards either interpretative
or reactive. For example confirmative habit was about communi-
cating some of the values to be checked with the crew members
but not really dialogically or reflectively i.e. some transparency in
diagnosis was made available to the crew. The confirmative habit
in leadership meant that in this particular situation the end result
was discussed with the whole crew but not the decision making

points which lead to it. This is confirmative leadership because
the aim is more to acquire confirmation for own diagnosis than
to construct the diagnosis together.

Some SSs conducted the whole task silently on their own and
only announced the end result: ‘‘Take A1 into use’’. Typical for this
behaviour was also that neither pen nor finger was utilised in read-
ing the procedures and following the lines. It may even be sus-
pected that the SS did not truly follow the whole chain but leant

Fig. 7. Part of procedure A0 which is used in episode 3. The procedure is used so that each box is statement which is either true or false. If it is true the line to the side from
that box shall be followed, and if the statement is false the line downwards is followed. This way one of the procedures A1, I4, or A2 will be taken into use after A0.

Table 6
Examples of crew activities in leadership.

Crew A in episode 3 Crew B in episode 3 Crew D in episode 3

SS is looking at his own monitors and procedures. The
operators are in their own positions looking at process
monitoring system displays. TO closes the lids of the
scram buttons and returns to his seat. All operators
monitor their own displays.
SS: ‘‘Primary-secondary [leak] identification complete,
and primary-secondary leak has been identified, John
for your information, no primary-secondary leak.’’
RO [John]: ‘‘OK.’’

SS [to TO]: ‘‘Have you conducted primary-sec-
ondary identification?’’
TO: ‘‘Yeah, no [primary-secondary leak].’’
SS: ‘‘And did not identify?’’
TO: ‘‘Did not identify.’’
SS: ‘‘Primary-secondary identification con-
ducted, not identified. RO, did you hear?’’
RO: ‘‘Yes, I heard.’’
SS: ‘‘OK.’’

SS is walking towards his own desk. He looks at
the procedure simultaneously. He speaks in a
very low voice, not audible to the others.

SS: ‘‘boiling margin, time.’’

All three are reading their own procedure. RO is looking at
alarm information in the desk alarm system.
SS: ‘‘Boiling margin is, I assume, above XX [real parame-
ter value removed]?’’
RO: ‘‘Yes, it is above. And the time is more than five
minutes.’’
SS: ‘‘Yes, it is above five minutes. Let’s continue.’’

All the operators are at their own desks. SS is
looking at procedure and monitors.

TO: ‘‘I’m getting A1 from this.’’
SS: ‘‘Yes.’’

SS checks the time of the scram from his own
display.

SS: ‘‘Yes, continue.’’

RO walks to the plant protection signal panel, TO is standing
next to SS’s desk following the discussion alertly.
RO: ‘‘77 [referring to plant protection signal number] no.
SS: ‘‘77, no 91 through 96 have not launched, any of
them?’’
RO: ‘‘No.’’
SS: ‘‘Pressure?’’
RO: ‘‘It is under XX[real parameter value removed]. Take
A1 into use.’’

RO looks at the protection signal panel and
walks up to it.

TO [to SS]: ‘‘What is the situation?’’
SS: ‘‘Let’s continue.’’
SS: ‘‘Below 110. Let’s take A1 into use.

RO walks back to his desk.
SS: Yes, let’s take A1 into use.

The shift supervisor fetches the new procedures
to the operators.

SS turns to fetch the A1 procedures from the shelf behind
him

Analysis: Crew goes through each decision making box in the
procedure together. Even though the TO is not saying
anything in this case, he is standing with the RO and SS,
listening the conversation actively, and following the
progress in his own procedure.? interpretative

Analysis: the crew is collaborating as all the
operators are involved but they are merely stating
their own individual observations.? confirmative

Analysis: SS is talking almost like to himself and
is not getting responses from RO and
TO.? reactive
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on a previously made diagnosis of the situation which determines
the next procedure. Also, this way of using the procedure leaves
room for possibility for a mistake as no opportunity for dialogue
is created in the habit. Thus this habit was analysed to be reactive
due to lack of transparency in decision making. The reactive habit
in leadership was such which was not really collaborative work. In
some crews the SS only announced the next procedure and did not
involve the other operators in the decision making process at all.

The summarised results of episode 3 are depicted below
(Table 7). Five crews had a interpretative habit (A, E, I, K, and L),
four crews a confirmative habit (B, F, G, and H) and three crews a
reactive habit (C, D, and J). In the end all the crews arrived in the
correct diagnosis and took the correct procedure into use next
but as this point in the scenario is very crucial it is very important
that the crew and especially the SS adopt habits which are less
prone to mistakes and misinterpretations of the process situation
and which take full advantage of the available resources.

4.1.4. Summarised crew level results throughout the episodes
The summary of the different crews’ habits in the different epi-

sodes with regard to the emerged 7 functions is presented below
(Table 8). Most of the crews had constructed operating habits that
vary on the scale from reactive to interpretative during the scenario.
Almost all the crews had habit characteristics from all three classes.
Nevertheless, some inclinations towards different habit profiles can
be identified. In the following a conclusion has beenmade that if the
crew has 6 or more indicators of certain habit there is a strong incli-
nation towards the respective habit. Secondly, if the majority of
indicators is in certain category this is the dominant habit charac-

teristic of the crew. Thirdly, if different habits are represented
equally often the habit profile is diffuse. According to this analysis
(Table 8) crew J is strongly reactive. Crews A and D are dominantly
reactive. Crew B is strongly confirmative as is also crew G. Domi-
nantly confirmative are F and H. Crews C, K, and L are quite diffuse
between confirmative and interpretative and crews E and I are dom-
inantly and strongly interpretative respectively (see Table 8).

The point of this analysis is not to make comparisons between
the operating crews or to be able to say which crew has con-
structed the best habits but rather to have an idea of the variation
and dominant characteristics of the habits of action of the operat-
ing crews. On the top level altogether 7 separate functions were
analysed for each of the 12 crews covering 84 separate habit char-
acteristics. Out of those 27 interpretative which yields to 32.1%, 34
confirmative which yields to 40.5%, and 23 were reactive which
yields to 27.4%. This result shows that confirmative way of acting
is the prevailing habit of the operating crews (Fig. 9).

4.2. Summary: Resilience characteristics in habits of action

In this previous section the differences in operating crews’ hab-
its of action in proceduralized accident management were pre-
sented. The classification to interpretative, confirmative, and
reactive was made contextually based on the profoundness of the
connection with the dynamic process evident in the observational
data. The present section presents the argumentation based on
which the interpretative habits identified in the behavioural data
to add to the system level resilience. The summary of the habit
characteristics is presented in the end of this section (Table 9).

Altogether in the analyses of the crews’ habits of action six dif-
ferent tasks were identified for which the habits were different and
could be graded on the scale from interpretative through confirma-
tive to reactive. They are: Information usage, Process situation
identification, Dealing with automation, Decision making, Commu-
nication, and Leadership. These functions are not, of course,
unheard of, as they resemble for example the macro-cognitive
functions described in naturalistic decision making (Schraagen
et al., 2008) and individual level non-technical skills described by
in previous literature (see e.g. Fletcher et al., 2004). In this study,
the functions emerged in the micro-level examination of procedu-
ralized activity of operating crews is evidence for their importance

Fig. 8. The shift supervisors’ habits of leadership: the differences identified in the
data.
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Summarized results concerning habits of the crews in episode 3. The grading of habits is depicted as colouring of the table cell.
White = reactive, grey = confirmative, black = interpretative.
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accident situations has been scrutinised. The main finding in this
study was that within the group of 12 operating crews there were
differences in the habits of conducting proceduralized tasks, and
specifically within certain identified process control tasks. This
means that even though proceduralising drives operating crews
towards similar behaviours, individual and crew level variations
remain. In the following the results are discussed in the light of
previous research, practical value, and methodical reflections.

5.1. Interpretativeness as a source of resilience

In the findings section of this paper we have characterised the
differences in the crews’ habits by exploiting human–environment
relationship characterisation developed originally by Peirce (1998).
This characterisation arranges habits on a continuum between
reactive and interpretative according to how the environment is
considered in the habit. Our main claim is that an interpretative
habit of the crew is a mechanism which enables system level resil-
ience in the activity (see also Norros, 2012). Confirmative, and even
reactive habits in some cases, may produce adequate end results in
the within design bases situations but if a situation is novel, inter-
pretative habits are more appropriate and provide the required
capabilities to survive the out-of-design bases situations.

In the preface of a recent guidebook to resilience engineering
(Hollnagel et al., 2011) Hollnagel defines resilience as ‘‘The intrinsic
ability of a system to adjust its functioning prior to, during, or fol-
lowing changes and disturbances, so that it can sustain required

operations under both expected and unexpected conditions’’
(Hollnagel et al., 2011). This definition is a synthesis of several ear-
lier contributions to defining the concept (Hollnagel et al., 2006).
The essential abilities for adjustment are identified as follows: the
ability to address the actual situation, the ability to address (and
identify) the critical factors for safety, the ability to (anticipate)
and address the potential for safety, and the ability to address the fac-
tual experience and learn from it (Hollnagel et al., 2011). The inter-
pretativeness characteristics in the habits of action of the crews
identified in this study fit well with Hollnagel’s more general cate-
gories. Addressing the actual situation can be interpreted to be
interpretative information usage and decision making: active
engagement and presence in the situation. Addressing the critical
deals with at least the functions of information usage and situation
interpretation identified in this study: The interpretative habits
concerning those functions are truly characterised by a capability
to assess which information and events are critical and in which
ways. To address the potential is reflected at least in the functions
of dealing with automation and decision making. By taking an
active engaged stance in both the aforementioned functions the
crew actually seeks to take into account the possibility for failures
in the technical systems. To address the factual means to learn from
experience and this is in fact related to interpretativeness in gen-
eral. Interpretativeness builds on profound understanding of the
factual, and reflecting that with the profound perceptions of the
current situation in order to create new knowledge and continually
develop habits. This way the understanding of what is going on, and

Table 9
Characterization of habits in process control.

Information usage
(episodes 1 and 2)

Interpretation of
process situation

Dealing with
automation

Decision making Communication Leadership

Interpretative Variety of sources,
redundancy and
diversity in
information sources,
dialogue in
interpretation of
information

Interpretation by
considering
functional
meaning of
process events

Human assures the
automatic functions.
Shared responsibility of
human and automation

SS makes decision
to scram the
process. Human as
an active, present
agent in decision
making

Dialogue concerning
process status in the
situation. Diverse and
redundant information
communicated. Reflects
creation of joint awareness

Active engagement of
each operator in all the
decision points.
Transparency in
contemplation enables to
spot false conceptions

Confirmative Multiple source but
taken for granted

Identify the
process events
based on an
existing typology
of possible
events e.g. a leak

Automation functioning
is observed but not
taken action on.
Reliance on the pre-
defined roles of human
and automation

Scram is
conducted paced
by the procedure.
Actions are
controlled by the
procedure

Statements made aloud
concerning process
parameters. Reflects
confirmation of own
interpretations

The end result of the
decision making process
is stated and confirmed
by all the operators

Reactive Variation in
information sources
not sufficient

Identify that
something is
going on but now
strive to
understand or
label the
situation

Automation
information is taken for
granted, reflects total
reliance on automation

Not identified in
the data

Process state is not
explicitly mentioned.
Transfer of support system
information

No real collaboration. SS
announces the next steps

Fig. 10. Research process utilised in the study: From a practical problem, to theoretical considerations on habits of action and finally to practical recommendations.
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and for the claim that even within proceduralized acting there are
differences in how the demands of the procedures are fulfilled.

Characteristic for the interpretative habits is that the crew
activity is profoundly connected to the process situation. On a gen-
eral level this characteristic enables resilience because it becomes
possible to observe the possible deviation from the expected pro-
cess phenomena which is a fundamental pre-requisite for dealing
with the unexpected situations. This means that in order to create
resilience in the system, process information produced by the
automation system shall be widely used: both redundancy and
diversity in the types of information to be used are important.
Cross-checking is utilised for gathering re-assurance. The interpre-
tations made concerning the process status aim for deep functional

understanding of the situation and the possible consequences to
the other parts of the process. Dealing with automation reflects
joint intelligence in the collaboration. Human agency is reflected
in the decision making. The group work can be characterised as
active and dialogical. All of these features of habits are such that
they may help the operating crew to survive unexpected situations
which have not been considered during the design of the system.

The confirmative habits are such that they also result in good
outcomes of activity in most cases, but in comparison to the inter-
pretative habits the confirmative habits are less tuned to under-
standing the process phenomena on a profound functional level
and are more concerned with the events that are taking place.
Thus, controlling the events with the pre-defined measures (proce-
dures and practices) becomes the focus and objective of activity.

The reactive habitsmay also produce a relatively good end result
in the situations inwhich the process behaves in away that has been
fully anticipated in the design of the system. In the reactive habit
there is little potential for creating new ways of handling the work
if it happened for some reason to be required at one point in time.

5. Discussion

In this study the utilisation of pre-defined emergency operating
procedures by professional NPP operating crews in simulated

Fig. 9. Percentual distribution of habits of action of the 12 operating crews in a
simulated LOCA scenario.

Table 8
Summarised crew level results throughout the episodes. reactive 23, confirmative 34, interpretative 27.
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accident situations has been scrutinised. The main finding in this
study was that within the group of 12 operating crews there were
differences in the habits of conducting proceduralized tasks, and
specifically within certain identified process control tasks. This
means that even though proceduralising drives operating crews
towards similar behaviours, individual and crew level variations
remain. In the following the results are discussed in the light of
previous research, practical value, and methodical reflections.

5.1. Interpretativeness as a source of resilience

In the findings section of this paper we have characterised the
differences in the crews’ habits by exploiting human–environment
relationship characterisation developed originally by Peirce (1998).
This characterisation arranges habits on a continuum between
reactive and interpretative according to how the environment is
considered in the habit. Our main claim is that an interpretative
habit of the crew is a mechanism which enables system level resil-
ience in the activity (see also Norros, 2012). Confirmative, and even
reactive habits in some cases, may produce adequate end results in
the within design bases situations but if a situation is novel, inter-
pretative habits are more appropriate and provide the required
capabilities to survive the out-of-design bases situations.

In the preface of a recent guidebook to resilience engineering
(Hollnagel et al., 2011) Hollnagel defines resilience as ‘‘The intrinsic
ability of a system to adjust its functioning prior to, during, or fol-
lowing changes and disturbances, so that it can sustain required

operations under both expected and unexpected conditions’’
(Hollnagel et al., 2011). This definition is a synthesis of several ear-
lier contributions to defining the concept (Hollnagel et al., 2006).
The essential abilities for adjustment are identified as follows: the
ability to address the actual situation, the ability to address (and
identify) the critical factors for safety, the ability to (anticipate)
and address the potential for safety, and the ability to address the fac-
tual experience and learn from it (Hollnagel et al., 2011). The inter-
pretativeness characteristics in the habits of action of the crews
identified in this study fit well with Hollnagel’s more general cate-
gories. Addressing the actual situation can be interpreted to be
interpretative information usage and decision making: active
engagement and presence in the situation. Addressing the critical
deals with at least the functions of information usage and situation
interpretation identified in this study: The interpretative habits
concerning those functions are truly characterised by a capability
to assess which information and events are critical and in which
ways. To address the potential is reflected at least in the functions
of dealing with automation and decision making. By taking an
active engaged stance in both the aforementioned functions the
crew actually seeks to take into account the possibility for failures
in the technical systems. To address the factual means to learn from
experience and this is in fact related to interpretativeness in gen-
eral. Interpretativeness builds on profound understanding of the
factual, and reflecting that with the profound perceptions of the
current situation in order to create new knowledge and continually
develop habits. This way the understanding of what is going on, and
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Fig. 10. Research process utilised in the study: From a practical problem, to theoretical considerations on habits of action and finally to practical recommendations.
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cases this is true but the problem of e.g. oscillating parameter val-
ues is left to the operator to solve in the situation.

6. Conclusion

This paper has presented a study in which detailed analysis of
NPP operating crew behaviour in simulated accident situations
was carried out. Several differences were identified in the habits
of carrying out proceduralized tasks. The differences are connected
to six different tasks which are a reflection of the general demands
in operating work of controlling a complex safety–critical process.

The differences in practices could be identified by exploiting a
theory-based grading of operators’ interactions with the process,
and with each other, that portrays different levels of interpretative
power. Based on the theory and drawing on the empirical results it
could be claimed that interpretative practices create resilience into
the system. The proposed method enables a more concrete and
systematic way of identifying practices and their effects on safety
compared to other methods available.

The findings show that contrasting procedure guidance and cre-
ative operator competence as alternative means of maintaining is
superficial. Instead, both are elements of practice and function
jointly towards stabilising the environmental variability and better
anticipation of the results of action when applied and developed in
accordance with the situational demands.
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what is required from the human operators in the situation, builds
on experience but is firmly attached to the current situation.

Resilience in the observable behaviour has been previously
addressed by Back et al. (2008) and Furniss et al. (2011). The
framework to identify and trace resilience composes of three-level
conceptual hierarchy: markers, strategy and observations of resil-
ience. Applying the Furniss’s resilience framework the characteri-
sations of interpretative habits of action in our findings are on
the level of observations of resilience. The difference of the
approaches is in the way the observations of behaviour are gener-
alised. Furniss et al. aim for a generalised set of resilience markers
which are not connected to any specific context. Our aim in this
study was to generalise resilience producing habits specifically in
this context and the characterisations of the habits of action are
in line with this purpose. Nevertheless, the strategy category level
of the framework as it was utilised in the case study in Furniss et al.
(2011) closely resembles the grading of habits of action presented
in this paper.

An important finding of this study is the identification of the
tasks in which the crews’ behaviours manifested different habits
of action. The tasks (information usage, process situation interpre-
tation, dealing with automation, decision making, communication,
and leadership) resemble the non-technical skills described in
other domains (Fletcher et al., 2004; Flin and Maran, 2004; Flin,
2007; Saurin et al., 2013) but in essence we agree with Saurin
et al. (2013) who make a claim that it is not always possible to dif-
ferentiate between technical and non-technical skills. Our results
are in line with this notion: the value of interpretative habits in
these general functions is created by actually combining the ‘‘tech-
nical’’ with the ‘‘non-technical’’. For example, in our analysis com-
munication is claimed interpretative only if the content is relevant
and meaningful from the point of view of the on-going process sit-
uation. Dialogue and joint reflection do not suffice if the content
does not have contextual value.

5.2. Methodical reflections

The analyses of the data were time consuming and required
quite profound knowledge concerning the nuclear power produc-
tion process, the simulated accident situation, and the EOP philos-
ophy utilised in the plant, as well as the particular EOP in use in
different phases of the scenario. Each video concerning the crew
activity was watched repeatedly in order to spot the behaviours
of all the three main crew members. Although directions of gazes
were also recorded we must of course acknowledge the fact that
not all activity is observable for an outsider. As a result of this it
must also be said that it is possible that the crews which we ana-
lysed to have reactive habits in may have other merits which
remained un-identified by us. Also, as the research situation was
part of the operating crews’ yearly training it may have affected
the crew behaviours somehow. For example, it might have been
intimidating to have external observers in place.

The analyses of operating practices were conducted using the
semiotic concept of habit. Habit as an analytical tool is a powerful
concept: it connects the phenomena in the environment (signs)
and actions of people (interpretant) and themeaning of both (objec-
tive)with the same concept and thus fundamentals of human–envi-
ronment relationship can be revealed. In characterising different
ways to describe nuclear power plant operators’ work Carvalho
et al. (2009) state that the situatedmodels – based on the character-
istics of the environment rather than on the preprogrammed action
sequences – have been considered the best way to model the actual
control room operators’ work. The semiotic concept of habit as it
makes explicit the connection between the environment and
human behaviour is an important new conceptual tool to develop
and further exploit the situated models of human activity.

The research described in this paper travelled on three different
conceptual levels (Fig. 10). Firstly, on the first (lowest) level there is
the practical research problem: If there is variance in the ways
crews conduct proceduralized tasks, and is it significant for safety?
Then, on the second level, the empirical data concerning accident
management practices is analysed utilising the concept of action.
On this level the observable behaviour of the crews was written
out as such, with as little prejudice as possible about what is good
performance and what is possibly not. On the third level, the level
of habits of action, by comparing the observable behaviour of the
different crews, the demands of the situation and the signs the
crews utilised, different habits of action were identified in the data.
The next phase was to come back to the level of actions and answer
to a question concerning resilience. Is there something in the par-
ticular habit of action which adds to system level resilience? After
this the dissecting of the actions and habits of the operating crews
it becomes possible to return to the practical level: How should the
crews be trained in conducting proceduralized tasks?

5.3. Practical consequences of the findings

In the rhetoric of the safety critical system operations it is com-
mon toputproceduralizationof activities andprofessional skills into
contradiction (Dekker, 2003). Particularly safety culture traininghas
emphasised the procedure following as an attitude required from
the personnel in all situations. But typically there are two sides to
this debate: One is to promote proceduralisation by arguing that in
order to increase safety,naturalhumanvariability shall bedecreased
by proceduralisation. The whole human reliability analysis (HRA)
tradition is based on this idea of strict execution of rules and proce-
dures (De Carvalho, 2006). The opposing argument is that too strict
proceduralization lessens the operators’ autonomy and freedom to
act in a way they themselves consider adequate in a situation and
thus decreases the ability to handle unexpected situations.

In the light of the results of this study it is possible to see that
perhaps procedures and professional skills are not the opposing
ends of the line depicting the locus of control and intelligence in
conducting the demanding work. Truly, there were different habits
in acceptably conducting the proceduralized tasks. The habits
adopted by the operating crews solve the trade-off between pro-
ceduralization and autonomy (Papin, 2010): a crew has developed
an interpretative habit to conduct the proceduralized task in order
to fulfill the requirements of resilience and at the same time
adhere to the procedure.

The problem is, in the operative sense, that only about a third of
the identified habitswere interpretative in nature. The confirmative
habits are the most prevailing (40%). It is a challenge to the training
of operating crews and also to the design of procedures and user
interfaces how these numbers could be turned around and interpre-
tativeness become the prevailing habit of action in process control.
This process may start by identifying and characterising the inter-
pretativeness characteristics that should be aimed at. This research
contributes to this effort by contextual descriptions of interpretative
habits for six different tasks.Wesee that the level of habits could and
should be a conscious target of development in the training of oper-
ating crews. The procedure is the backbone onwhich the crewmust
be able to rely on, but the existence of procedures does notmake the
work less demanding. Quite contrary; the skills of intelligent proce-
dure usage must be trained, learned, and maintained.

Similarly, the support for interpretative habits should be taken
into account in procedure design. Different procedure design
paradigms should be explored concerning their ability to support
interpretativeness in acting. For example, the prevailing flow chart
based EOP designmay be such that it promotes confirmatory habits
as it implies that all questions concerning process parameters
(decision making points) have a clear ‘‘yes or no answer’’. In most
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cases this is true but the problem of e.g. oscillating parameter val-
ues is left to the operator to solve in the situation.

6. Conclusion

This paper has presented a study in which detailed analysis of
NPP operating crew behaviour in simulated accident situations
was carried out. Several differences were identified in the habits
of carrying out proceduralized tasks. The differences are connected
to six different tasks which are a reflection of the general demands
in operating work of controlling a complex safety–critical process.

The differences in practices could be identified by exploiting a
theory-based grading of operators’ interactions with the process,
and with each other, that portrays different levels of interpretative
power. Based on the theory and drawing on the empirical results it
could be claimed that interpretative practices create resilience into
the system. The proposed method enables a more concrete and
systematic way of identifying practices and their effects on safety
compared to other methods available.

The findings show that contrasting procedure guidance and cre-
ative operator competence as alternative means of maintaining is
superficial. Instead, both are elements of practice and function
jointly towards stabilising the environmental variability and better
anticipation of the results of action when applied and developed in
accordance with the situational demands.
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